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cp The National Rural Manpower Conference was held under the auspices of the

r--4 Rural Manpower Service, U.S. Employment Service, Manpower Administration,

cm U.S. DepartLent of Labor. A yearly event since 1951, the conference was

W convened for the purpose of reviewing the previous year's activities of

RMS and agencies that cooperate with it, discussing plans for the new

year, and studying the problems of rural areas.
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Le Baron Hotel, San Diego, California

Approximately 300 persona attended the conference; most of them were

officials of the Manpower Administration and its affiliated State agencies

odes

The conference was opened by the General Chairman, Dr. Daniel W. Sturt,

Director, Rural Manpower Service. Following the invocation by the Reverend

Melvin H. Barter. Executive Director, San Diego Ecumenical Conference,

greetings were extended by Ph". Ray T. Blair, Jr., Assistant to the City

Manager for the City of San Diego and Mr. William R. Tolbert, Deputy

Director, Department of Human Resources, California.

The speeches, panels, and plenary sessions which followed revealed the degree

of progress in breaking from the past. In tune with the new strategy of the

Rural Manpower Service, which places less emphasis on fern placement activity,

innovative programs have been initiated to improve service to rural workers

--both farm and nonfarm. Nevertheless, when comparing urban-rural allocation

of resources for manpower development, it is apparent that equity has not

been achieved for rural America. The details and explanations are presente4

in the attached materials. (See list of attachments.)

Summary and Conclusions

The Rural Manpower Service is not solely concerned with a declining popula

tion of a limited, particular occupational category, but with the total

rural work force involving many occupations and problems.

In devising new and different techniques for delivering manpower services to

rural areas, the approach has been structured to meet the needs and circum-

stances of individual areas. Programs have been developed which differ

noticeably in concept and application.

4)0% All Rural Manpower Service staff membersFederal and State--must work

diligently for an equitable share of the available resources, the collection

of information about the needs and problems of rural workers, and the delivery

of appropriate manpower programs.
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For the first time a substantial commitment of resources has been made by
the Department of Labor to assist people out of the migrant stream.
Projects are underway in six States to provide job training and resettle-
ment assistance to migrants, but it is too early to evaluate the
effectiveness of this program.
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AC! MINO EQUITY IN RURAL AMERICA

I have been looking forward to meeting with you today, not alone because

of the many pleasant associations I enjoy with you but because I consider

this con:ere:Ice, erd what hopefully comes out of this conference, of

basic importance to the direction this country is taking.

In discussing "Achieving Equity in Pura' America," I hope to explore some
of the ways by which equity is being achieved and ways by which greater

equity ci,n be ach.leved. Bat, more importantly, I'd like to begin by sug-
gesting that achieving equity in rural America is not only of primary
concern to those who live in rural Ar:erica, but to all of us. All

Americans, whether they reside in urban center, suburban ring, or in rural

county, have a basic stake in a rural AMerica that is providing for its

resident:, 1.. standard of life equal to that of those who live in nonrural

areas. And when we consider the condition of some of our central cities,
perhaps I might revise that to say a standard of living superior to that

found in many nonrural areas.

Let me tell you why.

Much attenlion is being accorded the dangers of rapid population growth- -

the oo-called population explosion. Man of those who have commented on

this problem have overlooked another and equally importart element--the

distribution of our population. For not only is this Nation involved in

a population explosion, it is simultaneously undergoing a population
implosion a population implosion that has resulted in a lopsided growth
of city and suburb and which has had a serious effect on rural life as

well; As stated in a report by the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations:

The Nation's small communities outside of metropolitan areas will

be increasingly bypassed by the economic mainstream and will also

find it difficult to offer enough jobs for all their residents

and those of surrounding rural areas. Many rural areas will suffer

from a further siphoning off of the young and able work force with

a resultant Treater concentration of older and unskilled among
those remaining and a continuing decline in the capacity of rural

communities to aupport basic public services.

This trend is reflected in the fact that there was an absolute decline in

population in one-half of our counties between 1960 and 1970. And about

2,000 countiestwo-thirds of all counties--had more people move out than

moved in. Many feel that this trend is something akin to the second law

of thermodynamica; so there's not much we can do about it.

Others be3ieee that the very attitude of accepting the decline of rural

America is something of a self-fulfilling prophecy. If we accept the

treA ao leevilable, then plans are made on the basis of those trends,
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and policies formulated on the basis of the plans, which in turn stimu-

late the continuance of the trend. Some do not believe it inevitable

that half cur population will live in "Boo-Wash, Chi-Fitts and San-San"

by the year 2000.

I can assure you that the President doean't accept this as inevitable.

And he hss done more than refuse to accept the inevitability of further

maldietribution of our populationhe has also taken important steps to

make rural America more attractive for those who live there and thole who

would like to live there.

Certainly the whole thrust of his revenue sharing proposals aims at

assuring; a far more equitable distribution of the tax funds available to

the Federal Government.

Certainly tie saw something new in the distribution of over $800emillion

of the initial allocation under the Emergency Employment Act - -a formula

devised to assure equity to rural as well as urban unemployed, a formula

that took account of the fact that there are governmental bodies,

effective covernmental bodies, in this Nation called counties and that

counties at; well as cities and States have an important role to play in a

well-fanct:oning Federal system.

Certainly the President's initiative in reforming our welfare system has

enormous imelieations for the quality of life in rural America, since

half of all welfare recipients reside in rural areas. Welfare rererm,

as detailed in HR .1, continues to be one of the Administration's :lost

important domestic goals. Among the many important and innovative

features of hR 1 is provision of a considerable number of public service

jobs in eieuations where the supply of private sector opportunities may

not be suf:icient to absorb all who will be moving from the welfare rolls

to the work force. The recently passed amendments to the Work Incentive

Program, b:?. requiring the allocation of one-third of WIN funds for public

service jobs or on-the-job training, foreshadow this significant but often

overlooked feature of welfare reform.

All of these actions must be viewed in the context of an Administration

concerned about fostering a healthy, vigorous rural America. As stated in

the President's Nessage to Congress transmitting the First Annual Report

of the Council on Ersiironmental Quality, President Nixon is determined to

"make rural life itself more attractive, thus encouraging orderly growth

in rural areas. The creation of greater economic, social, cultural, and

recreatiaes: opportunities in rural parts of the country," he continued,

"will lea& to the strengthening of small cities and towns, contributing

to the esteblishment of new growth centers in the Nation's heartland

region."

That is why I consider this coeference and those who are involved in it

so iepert:_nt. Tocethcr with theEMployment Service and elements of other
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never:a...tent leencies, you share a task of enormous magnitude and importance:
of makiref; rAral America viable and thereby helping Improve the quality of

life for all Americana.

And this is one of the reanons Why the focus of our efforts in behalf of
rural Amerie4.han ehifted froth it3 provioas narrow concern with farmworkers

to the much broader problem of rural manpower. The former is, as you are

well aw,lre, a declining segment of America's work force. In the decade

from 19W to :950 a not of 7.5 -.lion persons left the farm. From 1950 to

1960, an adaitional 9.9 milllt at left the farm population. And the most

recent ceneas ficazes show that. the 1960-1970 decade was no exception. Net
farm popula-Aon further declined, and the azricultural work force now

numbers, only 3.9 million. But while the last dicennial caucus showed a
continued ea:feline of fara population, it also revealed that the number of

parsons 1.hing in rural areas remained essentially unchanged at 53.9 million.
Additionally, 30 million Americans are in the rural work force.

In sheet, the Rural: Manpower Service is dealing not with a declining popu-

lation of limited, particular occupational category that represents but
five pereeLt of our work force, but with 37 percent of our total work force

involving aany categories and many occupations, many opportunities and many

problems.

Indeed, the scope. of Rs ral manpower Service responsibilities is now so

exteneive that it is necessary for us to find ways of enabling it to provide

the bill tange of manpower services. Ay the end of thie wiling June; you
will have certainly taken an important step in that direction.

As with so many areas of American life, technology is not only pointing us

in the right direction but making it easier for us to move. I refer

specificany to the computer Job Bank network. There are presently over
100 Job ra....ks operating in as many cities, plus five Statewide systems. Our

aim is to Lave a statewide system for all 50 States within six months. The

Job Bank w:.1.1 open up whole new areas for job seekers in rural areas--in
fact, I consider it the manpower equivalent of the farm-to-market roads that

have meant so much for rural economies.

New I know there are some who would contend that, if anything, rural America

has already received a disproportionate share of national attention. They

point to roads and reclamation and a multitude of agricultural programs.

In the venze of total investment, this contention may be true. it in terms

of the mix of national investment, I believe there is no doubt the area of

rural human resources has been neglected. Once again, perhaps the division
of our thinking bctwcan rural and urban America--a kind of bifocal vision- -

has been pertly responsible. Fbr often programs designed for a narrowly

defined p2:ablem or a geographically restricted area do not consider the
conseeuerces to other segmen:-.s of our economy and population.

Sometincel even the best intentioned programs, when they do not consider the

Pun of t :.3 power consequences, can have indirect and damaging effects.
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For example, 40 years of agricultural price supports, coupled with
Government-financed research that has greatly improved both agricultural

productivity and technology, have accelerated the migration of farms and

farmworkers into the cities with resultant and profound effects on both

urban and rural life.

Thus, as our vision is improved to include the second and third order

effects of particular policies, and as we learn to understand the

insufficiency of programs that exclude these effects through being

limited to but part of the total problem, I believe we make progress

toward more effective policy making both in terms of the mix of national

investment and the impact on the human beings involved.

While we seek ways of progressing toward this long range goal, there are

a number of steps we can take now.

First, until we have a delivery system commensurate with the magnitude of

the problem, we must find ways of using what we now have more effectively.

We have long recognized that one of the special attributes of rural areas

that makes their problems unique is the grouping of people in small,

relatively isolated pockets. This means that normal techniques for deliv-

ering services, techniques that work fairly successfully at reasonable

costs in more populated areas, may not work at all in more open areas or

be prohibitively expensive.

Over the past few years we have been developing a number of new techniques

for overcoming these obstacles. These include restructuring the local

office organization of the Baployment Service, and promoting greater coop-

eration with such local institutions as the Extension Service. While I am

sure Dr. Sturt and others will wish to discuss these developments in

greater detail, I would like to emphasize the importance of cooperative

arrangements with local institutions as an ideal way to broaden the range

of services being provided over a widening radius at a relative moderate

cost.

For those of you who may remember, there is substantial precedent for these

arrangements in the Volunteer Farm Labor Representative program which

functioned so effectively in many States. That program provided a means of

providing services to farm employers and workers in communities where there

was limited agricultural activity. It met the need at little cost. I urge

that you give serious consideration to developing and utilizing such con-

cepts of cooperative service in your own areas.

3t)cond, we must seek to assure that our delivery system responds to the

total problem and not to a segment of the problem, and that it enjoys the

confidence of those it is designed to help.

Shakespeare once spoke of "a tide in the affairs of men." Well, there is

also a degree of normal inertia in the affairs of men that holds them to
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familieee wees of tlinkine ana acting even when familiar ways are no

lonzxr epprepriete. Thic Ley account for the fact that Dome of the
earlicet melee cern produced in Detroit contained bw;:gy whip holders

and were ateered with tiller.:. It may aluo account for the fact that
some in the Rurel Manpower. Service are finding a certe.in degree of

difficulty in el:ere...Ina their focus from form activities to total rural

employment probleee, now their concern to field representatives of the

Rural l.g:anpower Service.

Related to :his understandable reluctance of one's "mental set" to respond

with bllndiete alacrity to chances in responsibility, is a similar
"perccpeice-eap" en. the part of those we serve. This has produced SUB-
picion and misunderetandine, particularly among etinority groups woo tend

to view thc.areIoyelent Service as not even-handedly dispensing serviceo.

As a result, the leaployment Service overall, and the Rural Manpower Service

specifically, have recently been the tare:at for serious charges, the former

by the Urben Coalition and the Lawyers Committee; the latter in a complaint

by 16 orgarizations and 396 individual faxmworkers.

We take such charges seriously. We investiate them thoroughly and objectiv-
ly. And, eince the investigation of the complaint aeainst the Rural Manpower

Service hae not been completed, I am unable to comment on the valid/ty or

lack of validity of the complaint at this time, althat01 we do anticipate

announcing aux conclusions and recommendations in the near future.

11:% in rettard to complaints, of this nature, let me male two points.

Criticism, even unfair criticism, even criticism that may contain a low

"reality-quotient" nay often be of great service to those criticized. For

critici=a provider, what Robert Burns once said was a gift from God: to see

ourselves as others see us. In this regard, may I recall something that an
Auatrelian Priee 7.enister once said to the Uhited rations in regard to the

treatment of zmaller countries. "It is equally as important that justice
seer to be done," he pointed out, "as it is that justice be done." Ptarther,

I believe that the Rural Manpower Service must move ahead, as the Employe

vent. Service generally is moving ahead,.towara following a policy of

minority representetion. I do not believe it possible to give the impres-
sion that justice is beingg done, no matter how ovally all applicants are

treated if, nay, an office sewing a predominantly Spanishspeaking area
does not have adequate Spanish-speaking representazion on its staff.

This is a basic manpower policy and one that does not pull up short at the

city limite. All components of manpower programs administered by the States

are responsible for assuring that their minority staffing patterns conform
to the minority populations in their service areas. I might add that the

statistics show that State employment regencies are being responsive to this

concern, with total minority eepresentation havene increaeed from 11.8 per-

cent in 1967 to 16.7 percent in 1971. The State of California has done
exceptionally well in this retard, with total minority representation
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ILereazine from 17.6 percent in 1967 to 25.2 percent last year, in the

process almost; tripling the number of Spanish-Americans CM ES staffs.

While the overall statistics show a fairly significant improvement over

the five-year period, there are some offices, which experience leads ua

to believe are concentrated in rural areas, that are far below the State

averages.

My thir.1 point in regard to our delivery system deals with trend of grow-

ing importance to faxmers and their employees. In the past, as you are

well aware, farm labor vas exempted from nuch of the protective legisla-

tion that epplied to nonfarm employees and employers. Gradually, farm

workers are moving within the protective umbrella currently covering other

workers.

This trend seems likely to continue. Fes example, the President has

voiced his strong desire that Congress reconsider the problem of placing

farmworkerc within the framework of Unemployment Insurance.

Unfortunately, responsibility for enforcement of these laws has been

fragmented--with resultant problems of enforcement and problems of

compliance. A case in point is the regulations concerning housing for

agriculturi.1 workers. Tile Department now has two sets of such regulations.

You are al:mady familiar with the regulations issued by the Manpower
Administration several years ago which have now been adopted by many of

the States. More reeeftlye the Labor Depertmenk's Occupettonal Safety and

health Administration also issued regulations effective February 2, 1972

under that law relating to temporarylabor camps for agricultural workers.

Efforts are being made to reconcile the differences between these two sets

of regulations. In the meantime, compliance with either will be acceptable.

In addition to the problem of fragmented responsibility there is the

question of adequate sanctions. For our...Ultimate sanction has been the

withdrawal of service--an action that injures those we serve almost as much.

as it protects them.

Finally, there is a matter of policy. An agency that seeks the cooperation

of e:Tioye.:s while at the same time serving as Lheriff will soon be doing

neither very well. I believe we should not be in the enforcement business.

it neither should we be blind to violations. I consider our role to be

akin to that of the forest rancor who, when he roes a plume of smoke from

the wileernss doesn't climb down from him tower with an ineffectual bucket

of water, but who passes the word to those who can do something about the

fire.

These, then, are a few of the steps necessary to improve our delivery

eystem.

What about the services the system is delivering?

Fun Sturt will discuss a number of specific programs, but I did want to
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mention our strencthened effort in behalf of migrant workers.

There are Luny different ways to solve a problem. One can do it by
analytic., or by cynthesie. There's logical deduction and that old standby

the proN,:ta of elimination. And than there's a method known as the
"Wachin..xin Approach"--which boils down to "when all else fails, throw

money at it."

Per rec...ons both philosophical and fiscal, we are not seeking to change
directions, in our rural manpower program by throwing money at our problems.

That dace..., n't mean that funds Will not be allocated where the need is shown
and whore e.:pcnuiturps will make a proven contribution to the improvement

of the rural labor force.

Certainly there is abundantly proven need to move migrant workers into

stab3 e, ye-round employment. That is why perhaps one of the most satis-
fying develop:lents of the past year has been the funding of a $20-million

pros ran spcoifical3y geared to assisting migrants and their families who

wish to Bottle out of the migrant stream. I will not attempt to repeat the
catalogue of problems which have faced these people who have seen their
employLent opportunities diminish steadily over the past 25 years, until

they have been forced to travel further and further away from home to find

even a min saws of employment, both on and. off the farm. They have long

needed help and needed it badly. While some help has been forthcoming in
the ;wit, most of it has been oriented towards making the conditions under
which they have had to work and live more bearable.

I believe and hope our program will provide a first step for at least some

of the miceants, individuals and families, to break the cycle and settle

down, either in their home areas or in new locations, adequately trained

and prepared for jobs and for lives with a new and decent future. It must

be recogniued, however, that we are just at the beginning and feeling uur

way. Eistakes will be made, but I hope that we will learn from them. What

we need from you is support and help in developing and putting into effect

concepts which will yield results beneficial to both the migrants and the

community.

Let me turn now to the prospects for new legislation. We look forward to

final actJm on the President's we3fare reform proposals which, when

enacted, wil) meen so much to both rural and urban America. lint there has

been progress of importance to rural. America: the Occupational Health and

Act, the Emergency imployment Act, the amendments to the WIN program.

These, plus such additional administrative steps as moving toward a compre-

hensive, Statewide Job Bank service, give us a momentum that will be

continued and intensified in the months to come.

In closing, uay I say that I consider myself to be a hard-headed optimist.

I know tht obstacles, financial, psychological, geographic, and demographic

th:o. i you. Bat. I al.v.o know that there if; no more important task than

overcominn those obstacle::., and 'that it lice within the ability of the State

emplojment agencies and the federal agencies with which they work, to make

an enormous contribution to the well being of America.
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At the outset, let rte say that this was an exciting year. 1971 was a
year of action, and 1972 promises to be Tr....,re so. We have had considerable
success in weaving farm labor and rural manpower into the mainstream of
Manpower Aaministration activities.

Assistant Secretary has sketched out the broad outline of the need and
pointed to the types of changes in program, concepts, and organization
that we hav) attempted to effectuate in the past year. I have the pleasant
task of filling in the details; a task that is pleasant because I am proud
of the accc%Iplishonts of the past year.. I think we've come a long way and
we are headed in the right direction towards providing better manpower
services in rural America.

I would like to start by emphasizing the nature of the problem in rural
areas. The problem is not that the total rural populatIon has changed
significamly in recent years; indeed, it has remained remarkably stable at
around 514 :Anion since 1950. And this number, I migrit add, is greater
than the numbers of rural residents counted in the Censuses of 1900, 1910,
and 1920.

What is significant is that the economic basis of rural life has changed.
Where agriculture was the chief source of employment as recently as 10-20
yew. anus techneloeical advanwe have enabled us to produc.a evex-incaeasinc

amounis fewer and fewer workers. Mining communities have suffered
similar fares as mines have played out, become economically inefficient, or,
as in the ease of coal mining, machines have replaced men.

Some communities have managed to weather the storm. A report prepared by
the Departnent of Agriculture indicates that about half of the 2,000 rural

counties in the United States are adding enough private nonfarm jobs to
offset losses in farm job opportunities. The other 1,000 rural counties,

however, are in serious economic difficulty. Characteristically, these
areas have high unemployment rates; those who do have jobs tend to be
underemployed; incomes are low; and, lastly, the rate of out-migration
(chiefly among those of prime working age) is high. It is these 1,000
communities which need and are getting our special attention.

A Rural ManRower Stratqm

In order to structure this report somewhat, I would like to make brief
reference to my remarks at the National Rural Manpower Conference of a
year ago. At that time, I presented my thoughts as to where the Rural Man-
power Service was headed and how we proposed to get there --in short, a

rural manpower strategy. This strategy was to be concerned with: (1) the
basic protlems of achieving equity of access to manpower and supportive
services for rural people; (2) the development of creative and innovative
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means of providinlge the spectrum of manpower services which would take

aceeure. the opaTial and other differences inherent in metin:; the

reed.; of meal popular one; (3) the develoreent of cooperative arranle-

mente with other agencies and service organizationa in rural area which

wonld (neble the delivery of maxieum services at minim= cost; and
(Li) the rortructuritv and reorienting of the Rural Zanpoer Service towards

the attaireent of these goals.

Innovative Aumwlsa

It nannot to overemphesized that the problems of rural areas are diverse

ee that multiple approaches are required to cope with these needs.

Certainly, reral area: are significantly different from non-rural areas,

male? of the differerces centering around the fact that the population is

hie:11y disr?rsed. In my judement, our greatest success this past year was

in introducing and expanding new and different techniques for delivering

manpower services to rural areas. We have recognized the necessity for
Structurire, the approach to meet the needs and circumstances of individual

e.rens, are have developed four programs which differ sufficiently in con-

cept and application to permit us to cope with a wide variety of situations.

out of you are, I em sure, familiar with the Smaller Corn unities Fr. opram.

ibis is the oldest of the speoial manpower delivery systems designed for

rurAl Areas. The basic conneet is one of mobile teams overating out of
letal ES offices and providing a full range of manpower services to

r` dents: of rural areas. The teams also work with community leaders in

er.elyeing employment problems, assist them in preparing manpower reports

twrich are used in programs designed to attract new industry to the area),

and help in the development of training and employment programs. We now

hew: teams operating in 19 States. In the past, I might note, excessive
emeLasis was placed upon manpower surveys at the expense of manpower services,
wiei1e there was inadequate follow-up to assure that needed services were

previded. The program guidelines have been revised to ensure that priority

is riven to the provision of services with adequate follow-up. I believe

that, with these revised standards, mobile teams can play an important role

en cur effort to bring rural areas into the mainstream of the national

Another peogram which is showing signs of success is the Avasmatatabstail:_
Proieet. This is an outgrowth of an experiment conducted in Iowa

on, ot,tuit i'reject) in which an area nmployment Service office was
;:tabliche'l in the dominant city in a five-county region. This office was
euITIteented with satellite offices (part and full-time) in other parts of
9- recion. The project auccessfully demonstrated that a full range of

may:power servicee could be provided to a large area with a diverse and

se:Ate:Ted population. We now have ACE projects operational in 12 States

aee be)ieve that this approach can be used with great success in large

me!4-iceuety areas *Mich are predominantly rural but are economically
errd with an economically viable core city.
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The &.aller Coemunities and ACE Programs both involve a restructuring of
the Eeploys,nt Fe:rvice or,eenization to meet the peculiar conditions and
nosed:: of rurai areas. However, we are also promoting cooperative arrange-
ments with other local institutions. These axrangements provide a means
of providin3 rural areas with the manpower and supportive services they
require at little additional coot. There are two techniques in use at the
present time, one of which is relatively established and institutionalized;
the other new and still somewhat in the experimental and developmental
stage.

Concerted E?rvicr,s in Trainine and Education Pro'ects involve cooperative
arrencements with KEW, Agriculture, OM, Commerce, BO, and the Appalachian
Commission. They have been in operation since the mid-1960,s. CSTE is a
unique approach to manpower development in rural aeas that places heavy
emphasis on local leadership but at the same time effectively involves the
participation of other State and Federal agencies. CSTE projects have been
established in 16 rural areas in 13 States to demonstrate how employment
opportunities can be increased' and communities aan be improved through an
interagenc:- effort to develop additional education and training. Because
these projects stress cooperative efforts at the local level, they require
relatively small additional investments of capital.

Among the innovative approaches, I think the one which holds perhaps the
greatest hope for the future is the program we call cmationglichhke.
Basically. it oeerates by plat:int.! a mannower overlay on an existing.
compatible rural institution. The most unusual feature of this concept is
that it involves a contractual relationship. Normally, this relationship
is between the Xanpower Administration and the State ES ageray with the
indigenous rural institution acting as a subcontractor. The subcontractor
provides direct services to job -ready individuals in the rural area and
services euployers, other agencies, and civic groups. The ES is responsible
for providing intensive employability development services to individuals
who are not job-ready.

Of the 11 projects funded thus far, eight involve the Cooperative Extension
Service, and the other three indicate the flexibility of this concept. In

the State of Washington, the ES is operating its own program without a sub-
contractor, while in New York the subcontractors are three statutory
colleges aad the Cooperative Extension Service at Cornell University. In

the State of Nebraska, the Hitchhike contract is directly between the State

ES and the Farmers' Union.

I have high hopes for the success of this technique. The key ingredient to
my mind is the concept of contracting. It affords a potential for control
which is essential if we are to achieve our goal of extending the area of
service on a basis beneficial to both the contracting parties and the people

in rural areas who need manpower services.

Perhapo mc.7:. e important is the potential for such arrangements in refocusing
rural traLitiona3 institutions to concern themselves programmatically to a
greater extent with human resource development. In total, such arrangements
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tovade a ceeater emphasis on menpower and meroover-relaeed problems.

ks we co about ie.picaantinj these contractual arraiesemente towardo
achievine tette= manpower servicing, the mutually beneficial aspects of

such efforts have been and must be emphasized.

State Leency Irelevatiorn

in addition, come of our State agencies have been adopting innovative ways
of brilkeLne ml.e7;,ower services to eparsoly populated rural areas. An example

is tha arrange-elle between the New V[exico 'Rural ManTower Service and the

New Nexico anee Library which literally involved the hitchhike idea,

althoeleh the eroject was not set up under "Operation Hitchhike." The

cooperative proteeam provides manpower information to rural residents through
booleoebilee that are operated by one of the six regional libraries in

New Mexico.

Arranoements have been made to provide the bookmobiles with occupational and

other manpower material?, and labor demand information including current

issues of the Job Bank Book. Information on open jobs is kept up-to-date by

regular contact between the bookmobile operators. Applicants for manpower

services are referred to the nearest local office. When an applicant is
unable to go to the local ES office, due to lack of transportation or for

some other reason, the local office manager will be informed of his problem
anti will make necossetry arvancements to Serve him. Prior to the start of

the procram a two-day orientation meeting was held with all bookmobile
personnel eo fL.niliariee them with manpower programs and planned State

Library participation.

Cooperation hes been excellent between State Library 'personnel and ES per-

sonnel. Those involved are enthusiastic about results to date. It is

anticipated that manpower services will. be added on bookmobiles operated by

all six reteional libraries in New Mexico.

Advocacy Role of the Rural maApaar Service

In the struaje to improve the lot of rural America and to insure equity of

treatment, it is clear thet we are not lacking in ideas. However, it may be

argued that we are lacking in resources. In the narrow sense, if we look

merely to the available funds for manpower procrams, this is undoubtedly

true. It is clear, for example, that the rural share of the total employ-

ment service etaff is not proportionate to the need and that rural areas,
possibly bacauee of the lack of adequate data, have not received a propor-

tionate shere of the funds available under the Etergency Employment Act.

The extent to which the manpower needs of rural America are underrepresented

is suerested by a study conducted by Joseph Kasper of our Chicago Regional

Office. in thir study, Nr. Keeper analyzed the plans of service for FY-1972
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submitted b7 the six States n his Region and attempted to relate the
share of tiff desi,lnated as rural to the rural population identified as
requiring Lervice. faund that nearly one-fourth of the total number
of individuals requiring manpower services in the region resided in rural

areas. Yet, only about ten percent of the staff was serving those areas.
The most extreme discrepancy was in Minnesota where better than 40 percent

of the potential population to be served was identified as rural, with
leas than 18 percent of the staff time devoted to rural matters. Mr. Kasper,

I might note, will be chairing a panel on "State Plans of Service: A Key to

Equity" tomarrow afternoon. His comments and those of the panel members

will merit close attention.

Of course, it can be argued that when one totals up the overall public
inveeiment in rural America, the net result is quite the opposite; rural

areas are en the plus side of the ledger. I have no desire to.get involved
in this sort of analysis. From my point of view, it is clear that the most
valuable resource available in rural areas, the human resource, has been
shorLchanD:d. This situation must be corrected. I urge that all of us in
the Rural -.ampower ServiceNational, Regional, State, and local--view our-
selves as special advocates; rural statesmen, if you will. We must work

for an equitable share of the available resources to be dedicated: (1) to the

collection of adequate information about the problems, needs, and capabil-
ities of rural America; and (2) to the implementation of manpower programs
suitable to rural people.

Obvieecto, e* need a more proportionate share of the ES staff devoting their
time and attention to rural problems. rut, I must warn you that it will not
be achieved merely by a change of organizational titles. We are going to
have to denonstrate that the needs do exist, that rural areas are not

receiving an equitable share of the available resources, and, most important,

that we do have new approaches which can and do work.. Smaller Communities,

Concerted Services, ACE, and Operation Hitchhike all involve innovative con-

cepts which will work in rural situations. I cannot promise that funds will
be forthcoming to meet these needs, but then, there is never enough money.

What I can promise is that we in the National Office will provide you at

the Regional, State, and local levels with whatever assistance we can in

developing and carrying out new programs. Also, we will fulfill to the

utmoat our responsibility as advocates for more and improved manpower

servicing of rural America.

As many of you know, for some time I have been concerned about enforcement

activities and the so-called enforcement syndrome as they affect our

positive roles in rural manpower and farm labor programming.

For many years, the Rural Manpower Service and its predecessor, the Farm

Labor Service, have attempted to fill the legislative void until farmworkers

were provided more nearly equitable protective coverage. In the process it
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has oftentines been in the position of preterdin;7: to provide enforcement
s,:.rvices fz.,b,;.ond its =andt...te end capability. Ta!:e the interstate
clearance service for workers and employers, as ar exatple. The Rural
Manpower Service has insisted upon certain standards, including rates of
pay and conditions of employment. Also, it has insisted that participating
employers E.bide by all State and Federal laws. Ac such, the farm laboc
service has a3sumed an enforcement role and enforcement functions, alheugh
its only remedy for violations is withdrawal of its service.

While such a position is believed to have had an upgrading effect upon the
far work environ. ent, I do not consider it to be conccnant with the basic
role and fe.nctions of the 2ural Manpower Service. TUther, I consider its
enforcemen: activities to be increasingly detrirental to its manpower
service activitiea. The emerGence of new legislatio.L and new organizations
and agencies to carry out various enforcement functions relative to farm
labor (such as OSHA), the lack of mandate by the Rural Manpower Service,
and the deleterious effect of enforcement activities on the service
function of the Rural Manpower Service, favor a shift away from enforcement
to a more positive role.

Reorientin7 and Restructuring the RIFTS

I believe that many of our problems stem from our past history in attempting
to serve rural areas- -from our tendency to view rural, America in terms of
itt basically agricultural past where our primary role was one of recrultine
agricultural labor. We need to be reoriented to the rural America of today.
New roles and relationships are involved, and considerable staff redevelop-
ment is in order. I believe we need extensive staff training. It is
important, however, that the training should not be devoted exclusively to
those holding frm labor and rural manpower positions but should. be extended
to all In the M:npower Administration who will be serving rural areas, both

directly a-ad indirectly. A primary goal of such a training effort would be
to mil:e employment service personnel more receptive to rural people and

their needs.

Comnreir 1.".aocmiL.,ar

Mr. Lovell nas mentioned our migrant manpower project. This is one of the
develowents of the past year in which we take exceptional pride, not be-
cause much Ills Steen accomplished- -it's still too early for that-but because
this is the first time a substantial commitment of resources has been made

by the narrower Administration to assist people out of the migrant stream.
Thus far w4.1 have projects designed to provide job training and resettlement
assistance to migrants who wish to settle out of the migrant stream opera-
tional in six States. The first phase in lath of these requires
participation in adult basic education courses, and about 90 percent-of he

available slots are presently filled. A few of the trainees are already.i16w
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vocational skill training pregrams, and it is anticipated that the numbers

will increase as time passes and others complete the ABE program.

Projects to aid ndgrants in home base areas in California, Texas, and

Florid% are at various stages of negotiation, as are proposed projects in

several other States.

Data Needs

When one thinks of the vast quantity of information, facts, statistics,

and mecdotal material that is Customarily available on any subject these

days, it is startling to realize how little we know about rural areas in

term: of cold hard facts. Yet, it is startling but true that there is

not even a commonly accepted definition of the word "rural."

There are zany reasons why the data needs have not and are not being met.

Obvieesly, the definitional problem referred to above is a major one.

However, the simple fact remains that however we define the term "rural,"

most of the places which will satisfy the definition are likely to be

thinly populated -ith widely scattered email settlements. Just as the

nature of rural areas makes the provision of services difficult, so does

it complicete the problem of assembling valid data. One might say that

the paucitzr of data leads to inadequate programs and services. Fbr example,

I believe that better data would support the need for a special public

employment program tailered to the special needs of rural people.

Conclusion

It should be clear from what I have said thus far that I think effective

rural manpower programming reaches beyond the confines of that which has

formerly been labeled farm labor. The restrictive roles and relationships

which characterized the old farm labor service have given way to expanded

responsibilities and expanded roles for many workers. Our new roles are

far more demanding and difficult. The statesman and the advocate rely upon

persuasion and the power of ideas as opposed to direct control. Mach of

the strength of our organization lies in the advocacy expertise of our

people and the indications are that we have made considerable strides in

achieving expanded rural manpower programs, largely through the avenue of

advocacy.

Program-wise we are more identifiable and defensible than ever before; our

program has doubled in the past year, and with no more people to operate it.

We have a great team, one of which we can all be proud, and we're getting

better all the time. Our task is demanding, but we are equal to the task.
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GETTING MORE JO= FOR RURAL LMERICA

1ESI
Coe WOO

In describing the melting pot or the upward mobility of people that
relates to the migration stream, the beginning is usually noted in the
literature*as the port of a large city where the migrant comes to the
new shores. Then after a series of good and bad broaka and, if this is
an Horatio Alger story, after a good deal of hard work, the migrant
merges intr the mainstream, and. if he is lucky, winds up near the white
water. But there has been another migration equally significant and less
stories fma the rural areas to the urban areas involving, on the whole,
native-born Americans who, as a result of a series of acts and events over
which they had little control, are forced to leave the land and enter a
life style that in many cases is not their choice.

The 1970 Census, like the 1960 Census before it, shows this important trend
and recently two Presidential Task Forces looked into the problem: The
National Aavisory Committee on Rural Poverty, appointed by President Johnson,
issued its report "The People Left Behind" in September 1967 and the recent
report, en'Atled "A New Life for the Country," issued a year ago last
March by Pt:esident Nixon's Task force on Rural Development. Perhaps more
important than both of these was the July 1970 report of the National Goals
Research Staff, dealing with problems of regional growth in the United
States. It was entitled "Towa.ed Balanced Growth: Quantity With Quality."

To summarize and put the matter simply, the problem is that jobs are not
being created in rural areas. Traditional jobs in rural America (forestry,
mining, and fisheries and, most important, agriculture) are declining much
faster than new jobs are being created. The situation in farming, to note
the most biatent example, ie'that we have been a victim of our own tech-
nology and success. Thus, between 1947and 1970 nonfarm productivity rose
more than 285 percent. In absolute terms, there was a jump of more than
35 percent in total farm output. Despite that, farm employment fell
sharply: from 7.9 million in 1947 to 5.4 million in 1960 to 3.9 million
in Lpril 1969 to 3.5 million in April 1970.

The natural reaction to these problems by the people involved was to try
to create new jobs in these same industries. Ideas to resuscitate employ-
ment in forestry, ,wining, and fishing abounded and, perhaps, too much time
was spent in an attempt to put these ideas into practice.

One Commission said:

Part of our problem stems from our unwillingness to face realis-
tically the limited employment potential of today's modern
farming, and tomorrow's farming. Likewise, we have failed to
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comprehend the limited job opportunities in forestry, fish-
eries, and mining. if

Mat as one who has directed an office that has put a good deal of its time
and financial resources into resuscitating these areas, it is, even on
hindsight, hard to say that the attempt was not worth making. It was
difficult, perhaps even unfair, for goverment bureaucrats to advise com-
munities that the particular industries in which they found themselves were
being writ-ti off and, therefore, no further attempt would be made to
assist then. In any event, it is now clear, after many years of futile
effort, that the future in these industries, as far as job opportunities
are concerned, is bleak indeed.

In recent :rears, industry location has become a more complex equation with

many more variables. It has become less a function of dollar-and-cents
financial items and more of a series of factors which, taken in combina-
tion, make an area attractive as a place to live, the "externalities" or
"amenities" that industrial consultants like to talk about.

The Harvard Business Review in 1961 did a survey analyzing the reasons
businesses did not wish to locate in urban areas. I think the findings are
relovrint here. tt noted the usual rinannial nroblems.high taxes, high
labor cost, and high cost of land difficulties which, by the way, do not
exist in the rural areas but which have not been of sufficient advantage

to change the migration pattern.

But then the Harvard Business Survey went on to note the importance of the

executives' feelings concerning good government. They found that the pro-
file of a najor city in which the executives wanted to live was, with very
minor variations, the profile of the city as a business center. This does

not mean :Just social amenities but it does mean the delivery of good
governmental services. This is, perhaps, the second most important feature

of the rural scene. Its quality of government is weak. In an age in which
the delivery of municipal services is more and more becoming a critical
determinant, many rural communities and even larger counties still are
governed In part-time executives and pay salaries which are not sufficiently
high to attract capable people.

Interrelated with it to a degree, and of crucial importance in the rural
framework, is the geographic distance involved. There are just too few

people per acre. More importantly, too few poor people per acre to gain

the government's attention. It is not that they are not there. There are

more rural poor than urban poor even now. There are about 14 million
people below the poverty level in the rural areas, but they are not readily

1/ THE PEOPLE LEFT MIND, A eport by the President's National Commission
on Rural Poverty, p. 13. Washington, GPO, 1967.
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identifiable and the situation is unstructured. This causes the political
dynanics to work against them. We can compare this with the urban poor
who itro predeminate3y black, well organized in their demands, politically
senoitive, and responsive to government. delivery systems. The 'rural areas
are predominately white, not politically sersitive.to government policy
in the nationsl arena, and uncertain in political response.

This geogruhical disparity also makes it difficult to come out on the
long end of a budzetary analysis. People who auk how effective a program
is in terms of the "bang for a buck" will rarely be enthusiastic about
rural programs wince this kind of thinking pats a premium on concentration
of people. It is hard to believe that any program in a rural area will be
able to stand up under this kind of budgetary quantitative analysis when
placed against any large city.

What should be done? We should point out at the outset that the problem

is difficult. The United States has been somewhat slow to respond to this
issue and uo we can look at the examples of some other countries which
have tried to bring industries to lagging areas.

In France, for example, efforts have been underway for well over a decade

to pveelete economic activity in lagging regions, particularly those of the

West, and to limit outmieration from these areas. Freach policy has
included central government infrastructure investment, direct financial
incentives to private enterpreneurs, measures to restrict the location of

firms in the Paris region, and deliberate decentralization of government

agencies and nationalized enterprises. These activities have been designed
to pi:-'mote the growth of economic activity in regions characterized by

high out migration levels, relatively low purchasing power, and relatively

few household and public amenities. Yet they still have not significantly
improved the relative position of the regions of the West.

Italian efforts to promote the industrialization of the Mezzogiorno and
thereLf halt outnigration also have met with disappointing results.

Schachter': thoraarn study of Italian regional development problems con-

cludes that despite the government's efforts "over.the last 12 years, the

economic problems which for so long have plagued southern Italy remain

unsolved. Thera are still nearly one million unemployed (and maybe more,

were all underemployed accounted for), and the vast majority continues to

live in abject poverty." I/

Getting back to our problem, the National Goal's Staff, looking at it from

an overal: view, looked at three strategies which are relevant here:
(1) Spread population by generating growth in sparsely populated rural

2/ Schachter, The Italian South (New York, Random House, 1965), p. 193.
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areas; (2) build new cities outside the large metropolitan regions; and
(3) fester the growth of existing small cities and towns in nonmetropoli-
tan areas.

Population S-,read. A population spread stratus' would attempt to keep
population in the countryside and small towns by encouraging the location
of factori's in these towns, by supporting labor-intensive rather than
highly automated farming operation, and by making various government
capital investments in sparsely populated areas.

Proponents of a spread strategy suggost the improvements in transportation
and commun.cation have reduced the historical advantages of industrial
location the larger urban areas. These advocates also contend that
urban area.: breed more crime, alienation, and psychological problems. They
argue th4t except for economic pressures, many city dwellers would eagerly
move to the country. But the National Goals Staff was very negative on
this strategy. It said:

Although economic vitality can be provided in some rural
areas through industries that do not require economies of
scale or an urban location--such as tourism and recreation---
the rsevailing view among economists is that efforts to
promote self-sustained growth in sparsely populated areas
are doomed from the start. 43f

The second alternative is new communities. New communities, their sup-
porters argue, would save money through efficient design and construction
of facilities, improve the quality of life by developing an adequate sense
of commtnity, and maintain a style of life that would provide adequate and
reasonable open space, beauty, and recreational opportunity.

UnfortLnately, this vision may be very difficult to realize. Further,
within the next 30 years new communities would not be able to absorb more
than a small percentage of the urban population, simply because the rate
at which such coaLunities can be planned, financed, and built is limited
by many economic and institutional factors. The National Goals study
stated:

Such limitations include the need simultaneously to balance
the demands of employers for labor; the demands of employees
for housing, shopping facilities, schools, hospitals, and
recreational facilities; and the requirements of suppliers
of all these services for enough customers to maintain economic
viability. These limitations generate difficult logistical

TOWLRD BALANUD GROWTH: QUANTITY WITH QUALITY, a Report of the
National Goals Poco,Lrch Staff, p. 57. Washington, 1970. See also Hanson,
Niles M., 7:ural Pevorty and the Urban Crisis (Indiana Univ. Press, 1970.)
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problems. Ac a major strategy to accommodate a projected
population increase of 100 million by this way alone would
require building a city the size of Tulsa, Oklahoma, every
month until the year 2000. W

The third approach--alternative growth centers--is one in which EDA, in
addition tc HTID, is an active participant. The idea here is to take
advantage cf the fact that the most important single influence producing
growth in certain parts or rural America in the two last decades was
physical proximity to metropolitan areas. This permitted rural people
to commute to jobs in the cities and also permitted the dispersal of
metropolitan activities and residences into the countryside. For example,
the South v.hich is a major region with which we are concerned in connec-
tion with rural poverty, has the same proportion of small SMSA's--the site
of Charlotte and Savannah--as does the rest of the country. However, if
one omits Florida and looks just to major metropolitan centers, only five
percent of the South's population is concentrated there in contrast to a
third of the population in these large urban centers in the country as a
ehole. (I should point out that this is rapidly changing, bringing with
it the possibility of major service and manufacturing industries.)

The importance of a large urban center as an attractant to jobs is seer
when we Look a. little bit closer at industry location theory which I
mentioned earlier. Nearly all the net growth and total employment in the
United States since World War II has occurred in the service sector
(trade; finance; real estate; government; and personal, professional,
business, and repair services.) This now accounts for over one-half of
our employment and gross national product. These figures are usually
represented by small, owner-managed, and, frequently, noncorporate estab-
lishments. It is precisely these types of activities, along with small
manufacturing plants, which show the greatest tendency to cluster together
to get a common pool of space, materials and labor to meet the uncertain-
ties of these small plants. Further, increasingly, labor and raw material
has become less of an industrial attractant and closeness to market of
greater significance. The growth center strategy tries to take advantage
of this by focusing economic activity on population centers. The theory
is that jobs once created there and establishments once brought there will
spread out to the rural areas.

Of course, these strategies are not mutually exclusive and it appears
likely that all will be pursued at once. The idea of linking rural develop-
ment and urban development appears to me to be the one to be emphasized,
however, and is in accordance with almost every study that has been done
that seeks the development of jobs in the communities where the people now
are.

h/ TOWARD BALANCED GROWTH: QUANTITY WITH QUALITY, A Report of the National
Goals Research Stuff, p. 57, (Washington, GPO, 1970).
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PLE:Alrf SESSION: ORGANIZING TO DO THE RURAL MANN .= JOB

National Rural Manpower Conference.1972

Chairwoman:
Mrs. Stella B. Heckel, President, Interstate Conference of
Employment Security Agencies

Speakers:
Nelson S. Hopper, Director, Employment Security Bureau,
Division of L.:ployl4ent, ;:aw York

William E. Carnes, Administrator of Bureau of Daployment
Services, Ohio
James T. Kline, Chairman, Employment Security Commission, Iowa

This session was devoted to discussion of how a State agency organizes
to do the total rural manpower job. The three speakers outlined some
of the ways a State may accomplish this goal.

Never before in the history of the employment service have so many
new manpozr and socio-manpower responsibilities been thrust upon
State agenaies. Moreover, significant changes such as the following,
have affected the Farm Labor Pro rem: the decrease in various migra*
tory patterns, the exclusion of foreign labor, the introduction of
interstate regulatory responsibilities, the reduction of available
domestic workers, changes in the revirements or agricultural and toed
processing industries, and the potential coverage of farm workers
under unemployment insurance. The speakers described how these
responsibilities are being handled.

Nelson Hopper

In an individual State, such as New York, it is essential that a
greater integration of emmloyment services and rural manpower services
be accomplished. This integration is necessary to better utilize the
total staff and technical resources of the employment service in serving
rural residents, while at the same time retaining an identifiable rural
service which will provide a single line for the do) :very of manpower
services.

New York is an industrial State, but agriculture is a billion-dollar
industry. The farm labor picture is rapidly chenging, and more nonfarm
people are living now in rural areas. Prom 3059-69 the number of farms
dropped from 83,000 to 52,000 (37 percent decline), and the number of
farm acres dropped 25 percent. Seasonal hired fern labor dropped from
60,000 workers, of which 30,000 had been recruited interstate, to less
than 25,000 of which about half are from interstate sources and only
a small nmber required employment service recruitment assistance.
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The rev Yerk agency plans a gradual phrae-out of the identifiable
central fLelm labor office and decentralieation of functions to the
district and local offices of the emplo:fuent service. Senior Rural
Manpower Representative positions will be established in each of
the six upstute adpinistrative employment security district offices,
also appropriate staff will cover the hew York City Netropolitan
Area.

The Rure.3. Manpower Representative:

1. Will be the District Superintendent's employment security repro.
sentative in rural nanpover affairs.

2. Will kno employment security programs and supportive services,
and in cooperation with each local office, evaluate the need
for programs to determine the best methods of applying them in
rural areas.

3. Will work with the district labor market analyst to develop and
provide labor market information for rural areas, and

4. Will provide for other supportive services available through the
dlstritt. office.

The network of rural manpower representatives will be maintained in
the loc...1 offices throughout the State. This local office Dural
Manpower Aepresentative is an Employment Service Generalist IMO will
open& more time in rural areas than at a local office desk.

William L. Barnes

The Mio State Administration and Ohio Bureau of Employment Services
are no longer interested in talking about statistics, but believe we

face a problem involving people. However, some statistics only
serve to reinforce their philosophy.

Over one.half of Ohio's total working force are rural residents.
The migmtion of rural people to urban centers and their lack of
experience have coepounded the unemployment problem. The scarcity
of low skill jobs is due to a number of factors such as the present
recession and industries moving from the city to the suburbs.

We must reach out into rural areas to determine the needs of rural
workers and extend all manpower services such as counseling, adult
education, training, job development, etc. We must begin to establish
a eiclive.:7y sy.stv...1 to eoordinL.te asency efforts at Stete, county, and
local levels to insure maximum utilization of recourses to rural
residents.
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We are experimenting with the mobile office approach of delivery

systems. In order to assist with the settling out of the migrant
*may, we have added SnAlish-speaking enrollees in the New Careers

Program. The rural manDower services ,section ia cooperating with
the State A:ITiculture Dewirtmlnt in an expertzental settle-out

training proc;rz.m of sev411.Spanish-speaking families. After the
training, we must find Laaningful productive work for them.

James T. :lint

In the State or Iowa, 4.8 percent of the population are employed in
agriculture. Eowever 26.5 percent of the population live in rural

areas. Employment in cgrieulture is steadily declining with over

one million decline from 1965 to 1970. With this change we need

to update the Plan of service. At the present time, the Plan is
approximately the cc year after year as no one reads it. The Plan
of Serviee should be a living working document and' be updated at

least every 30 days. Each State must define for itself its own

clientele. It must be aware of the problems such as lack of eduea .

tion, training, family involvement, etc.

The goals must be clearly spelled out and the benefits of various

rerrems should be analyzed to see if the benefits are worth the

cost.

If the National!Office fails to define priorities of programs, then

the State mutt decide on priorities. Also, greater involvcment of

State people must be utilized in designing manpower programs.
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PLENARY SESSION: STATE PLANS OF SFRVICE--A KEY TO EQUITY

National Rural Manpower Conference--1972

Chairman:
Joseph C. Keeper, Director,,Farm Labor and Rural Manpoler Service,

OPTS, Region V

Disaassunts:
Charles Routhe, Chief, Rural Manpower Service, Department of Mhapower

Services, Minnesota
Tom Bell, Assistant Rural Manpower Representative, Employment Security

Department, Washington
Walter Cole, Assistant Rural Manpower Administrator, Division of Labor

and EMploymeat, Florida
T. J. Ray, Chief, Raral Manpower Services, Division of Employment

Security, Louisiana
Alfred E. Berndt, Program Analyst, OPRA, Manpower Administration,

National Office

The State Plans of Service should be restructured with the view toward
identifying manpower program needs in rural areas and translating those
needs into resource needs. This workshop was devoted to discussing methods
for using the Plane of Service to obtain equitable resources for rural area
programs. Mr. Routhe discussed the relationship of Plans of Service to the
total management system and methods of identifying potential rural applicant
markets. Mr. Bell stressed the necessity of first developing a national
policy for Rural Manpower Service and then an equitable Plan of Service
system. 1r. Cole described the management information system and its com-
ponents as related to Plans of Service. Also, he discussed manpower programs
that should be considered for the rural Plan of Service. Mr. Ray emphasized
the need for redirection of all ES components and identified the objectives
of restructured Plans of Service providing equity for rural areas.
Mr. Berndt discussed the role of the manager in developing and implementing
the Plans of Service. Finally, Mr. Kasper emphasized the importance of
establishing communication between rural manpower representatives and State
administrators. The following is a summary of the speakers' remarks.

Charles Routhe

The Plan of Service is only one component of the total management system, and
it might be improved if more specific priorities were establishea. The local
office nanai:er must understand the Plan of Service concept, and the Plan
should be approved at all levels of management.

.
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Managers planning rural programs should utilize 1970 Census data which
would provide information on potential applicant markets. Those data will

be published by minor civil division (township, village, etc.). The
proposal undor consideration in Minnesota is to add a two digit Minor Civil
Division code to the three digit county code provided in MOD's I. After a
suitable data collection period, we will have potential applicant market
population (1::.ta on a 36 square mile grid or less (that is when a township
contains another Minor Civil Division such as a village), as well as actual

applicant dasa from the same grid. When you know the number of people
present in mLnor civil divisions and the number of people actually served
you have a 1;.gitimate basis for positive planning, a remedial course of
action, or reentorcement for your present course.

Tom Bell

An equitable judgment must be made soon on all levels as to where the Rural
Manpower Service is with regard to our present planning structures. Here

are some questions that, if answered objectively, will aid in making this

judgment:

Is the present Plan of Service mechanism truly the basic Ruide to
developing local or State rural manpower programs?

Is the present Plan of Service mechanism really an adel.ate device
for developing the need for operating resources?

Does the present Plan of Service mechanism actually serve as the
basis for all resource allocations?

Does it provide a meaningful tool for manement to use as the
basis for self-appraisal?

Finally, does our present Plan of Service provide a realistic
basis for evaluation?

The most important consideration in Plan of Service development would be

the rapid development of a meaningfarand realistic statement of the
definitions, objectives, and limits for what is intended to be Rural Manpower

Servicea. Once developed, this statement should be issued as policy in

manual form by the National Office.

Differences between the planning needs of local offices, State offices,

Regional offices, and the National Office should not only be considered but

included in the development of Plans of Service guidelines. What is needed

by the National Office in preparing a budget request.for Congress is much
different than what is needed by a local office manager to use as the basis

for local office operations.
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Le4derchip and participation are necessary to the achievement of an equi-
table Plan cf S,.rvicc system, but unlcns leaderchia reconAs:s the basio
lsoblens ctnndiy.- as barriers, we will have lip uervice instca:i of Plane
of Service.

Walter Cole

The management information system has various components affecting the Plans
of Service. There components include ESARS, cost accounting, POSARS, Job
Hank, and personnel time charges. The objectives of the management informa-
tion system is to get a total picture of ES activities; but in doing so,
this system requires less and less information pertinent to the rural areas,
This system also does not provide a means of reflecting the needs for
services by rural applicants and employees, nor does it show what activities
and serviceu are now provided in the rural areas. We also need to know from
this system, by areas and counties, that type rural applicants, industries,
and employers are now being served and how they axe being served. It is

this type of "hard facts" that is basic and fundamental in developing a Plan
of Service justifying special rural projects.

I have observed that basic rural accountability of information is not avail-
able in many States. This information can be easily obtained through your
ESARS and POSARE programs by assigning cost accounting office numbers to the

rural areas. Tnis can be further broken down by assigning employee numbers
to those rural cost accounting numbers to obtain this information by
counties or areas. Accountability can also be provided by many other ways
such as assigning a series of numbers to rural areas, the use of prefix

numbers; etc.

In developing your Plan of Service to obtain equity in rural areas, I feel

the first and most important step is to contact the local and State CAMPS

Committee. It will then be immediately apparent in what counties and what

areas there is a vacuum and need for manpower services. The local and State

CAMPS Committees can also provide much needed assistance and support for

your Plan of Service and special projects.

There are many proven manpower programs that should be considered in the

rural Plan of Service. One of the most appreciated programs is the NYC.
However, it should be developed in the Plan of Service as a continuous program

from summer into the school year High unemployment and poverty are not

solved in a 3-month period.
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T. J. Ray

Just as the carpenter; the brick mason, the plumber, the foundation man,
and the electrician must reach a unanimity in the placement and location
of doors for a structure, so must we in the Federal-State manpower field

reach a unanlmity in serving the total community. We do not have the
unanimity, tI'le proper tools, or the blueprints to carry out our mission
in rural areas.

Recent fiscal year Plans of Service instructions and guidelines have
indicated the need for a breakout of the total goals, objectives, and
activities for the rural component. This, however, has not been given the
prominence it deserves when one considers the fact that'some 30 million of
the approximate 80 million total work force encompasses rural manpower, and

approximately 35 percent of the population is rural. All of which points

out the fact that redirection is neceosary for all ES components, not just

the old Farm Labor Service.

Planning should be based on the recognition that needs arealways going to

be greater than the resources which will be available to meet the needs.

Thus, the Plan of Service must identify the needs, establish priorities,.

allocate existing resources to meet the most immediate of the needs,

indicate what other needs might be met if additional resources ale made

available. The Plan of Service should:

1. Establish the needs which have to be met.

2. Set forth a program of action designed to meet the needs

including the order of importance and timing of each phase

of the program.

Translate the program into resource needs.

4. Provide a basis for an evaluation of the effectiveness of

the program.

5. Establish the standards of measurement which will be used

to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

6. Be basis for future planning.

In conclusion, I would like to present the following recommendations for

serious consideration:

1. An all-encompassing policy which involves rural programs

and delineates, areas of involvement of all components

related to rural manpower :.cede.

2. Plans of service guidelines which serve to identify and

give prominence to rural manpower programs.
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3. An accountability system to identify and appraise services
rendered in rural areas.

I. A system to collect and disseminate rural data and to
recommend programs for rural areas.

5. Training and reorientation for total staff, rural and urban,
in techniques of providing services to rural residents.

AdUtional resources in order to secure equity for rural
areas.

Al Berndt

In order fez rural areas to obtain equity under Plans of Service, the
State rural manpower representative must participate in top level planning.
Regional offices will look at Plans of Service more intensely in 1972 and
recommend adjustments. Guidelines for 1972 are now in final typing.

What is the role of the manager in developing.an equitable Plan of Service?

1. Examine contents of Plan of Service.

2. Determine what is needed for a turn around and who is
going to do what.

3. Decide on resources needed and convey goals to all levels.

4. Examine overhead staff in the planning process.

S. Involve rural personnel in planning and develop training
for rural program involvement.

6. Utilize 1970 Census data or data from other sources in

developing Plans.

7. Assure successive levels of review of developed Plans.

Joseph Kas..)er

The rural section of the Plan of Service should not be developed exclusively

by the State office. Local office input is needed. The Plan must recognize

the cost of serving rural areas. Rural manpower representatives must inform

State raministrators of the need for equity in manpower programs for rural

areas. State administrators should take a long hard look at the rural Eteg.

ment with the view toward correcting inequities. There are data available

from the 1970 Census which should be applied in developing future Plans of

Service designed to reflect equity for rural areas.

4
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PLENARY SESSION: NATIONAL MIGRANT PROGRAM

A New Direction and Emphasis. for Migrants -The Last Yellow Bus

National Rural Manpower Conference -1972

Chairman:
Joseph E. Montoya, Rural Manpower Service, National Office

Speakers:
Richardo Ontiveros, Deganawidah-Quetzalcoatl University,

Davis, California
William Johnson, Executive Director, Community ActiOn Migrant

Programs, Florida
Arturo Proses, Director, District III, Bureau of Employment Service,
Ohio

David Cano, Regional Mobility Facilitator Unit Coordinator,
Denver Regional Office

Luis A. Cardona, Executive Director, National Spanish Speaking
Management Association, Washington, D. C.

This session dealt with the new Hational Migrant Farumorkar Training
Program. Because the National Migrant Farmworker Training Program is
now under way in its pilot year, a panel was created to disseminate some
vital elements of the program's philosophy to members of the various
State ES Agencies. Mr. Ontiveros and Mr. Johnson spoke about the compo-
sition and purpose of indigenous groups and what qualities they can bring
to such a training program. Later, Mr. Presas told of his agency's
turnabout regarding migrant services and .examined the motivation as well
as procedural changes needed to effect ouch services. Mr. Cano explained
the importance of the regional role in impaomenting such migrant programs
and the problems of funding and planning involved. The panel's last
speaker, Hr. Cardona, presented his viewpoints about interagency coordi-
nation, noting its present deficiencies and offering suggestions as to
how coordination and decision-making could be improved.

Richardo Ontiveros

There are several misconceptions about the nature of indigenous organi-
zations, such as Community Action Programs (CAPS). Such groups are not
extensions of welfare groups as is sometimes assumed. Instead, they have
a service function. Their role is to furnish services to their client
poverty groups on a 24-hour basis. This entails finding out exactly what
their needs are.
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Another miscencepzion, held by establishment agencies, is the view that
such organizations are amorphous end without direction. Such oreaniza-
tLens have evolved slowly within all minority groups into tig4tly
strectured ox panizations that have definable goals.

Williem Johnson

The relationehip between the Employment Service and Community Action
nem= Prop -T.;: e (CAMPS) haa changed. In the test, such organizations
as CARPS have looked upon eech establiahment programs as the enemy, but
this ettitud3 is slowly chening. The role of my agency is to secure
involveLent of igrants and not to work in direct competition with
manpower programs.

There is a need for agencies to take more affirmative actions by giving
more information about manpower programs and asking opinions about the
types of programs which are most likely to assist migrants.

Arturo Proses

There has been a remarkable change in the policy of my agency towards
$ Ogrant services dyeing the pest 3 years. Eaesntially, this shift began
during the Texas Higront EeD Project when the service needs of migrants
began to make themselves apparent. Aside from this, a strong push from
th© Governor's office downeerds brought about sufficient leeway to begin
innovating procedural chance so necessary in expanding migrant services.

Today in Ohio, the agency has instituted an outreach and referral apparatus
which involves bilingual and bicultural personnel. The migrant now is
exposed to ever expanding services (i.e., NFU project) as well as referral
to health and welfare agencies.

David Cane

I should like to summarize for you the Regional Office role based on my
own experience in implementation and administration of NFU programs in
Colorado and Utah. Special earmarked funds for migrant trainiom programs
present a real problem in funding procedures. The more difficult problem
is the implementation stage where the Region must act as an advocate for
institutional chance in order to implevent an adequate program. This
change may even include going outside of established delivery systems.
To date, this MFU projects now operating in Colorado and Utah have done
well (99 percent retention rate) largely because the "fear factor" is
now ebecnt.

.!
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Let me cite soma possible problems that could appear in future projects:

1. Some families contltitute as high as 10 members in a family
which include children who are dropouts and are not in training.
What can we do to help them?

2. The "machismo" factor must be considered when enrolling husband
and wife in training. What happens if the wife procresses
faster than her husband? Family structure could be threatened.

3. The trainee impact on the communityin Colorado, up to 120
micrent children have been placed into local school systems.
Where are the funds to pay costs for children's education?
This must be anticipated in planning. It is an example of the
drain on community resources.

Luis Cardona

It seems that all levels of government appear to be singing out of
different hymn books. That is, there is disagreement pertaining to the
form of commitment, or possibly a lack of commitment on the part of some
units.

As a consequence, a person such as the migrant suffers. I feel that two
measures are needed to counteract this problem. First, commitment and
agreement as to means must start from the top and work down, with an end
result that State institutions should be affected. Second, proceedings
would be markedly speeded up if key decision-makers were present at
discussions. They would be able to make the necessary commitments. Of
course, this assumes that the first step is accomplished.

Where there is a sense of "manifest destiny," Americans are able to
accomplish a lot in a relatively short time. This has been shown by the
example of westward expansion and moon exploration as well as by the
unity forged by the emergency of World War II. Such examples demonstrate
that the same thing can be accomplished in human resource development.
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PLENLRY SESSION: STAFF DEVELOPmENT AND REORIENTATION

National Rural Manpower Conference-1972

Chairman:
Fred Watts, Chief, Bureau of Farm Placement Rural Industries,
Bureau of Rural Manpower Services, New Jersey

Discussants:
Neil Cooper, Rural Manpowerlervice, Employment Security
Commision, Michigan

David E. Parker, Jr., Rural Manpower Services, Department of
Econck..ic Security, Kentucky

Theodore R. Maughan, Director, Employment Service, Utah

This panel addressed itself to the problems encountered in
restructuring State rural manpower service delivery systems to increase
the quality of service to the rural populace.

Michigan has emphasized the development of generalists, knowledgeable
in the area of relevant services, as well as a relative technical auton-
om of RMS functions. Utah has been primarily concerned with the
istrAtovie placeMent of 1aml officos consistent with plaaning districts
established under the CAMPS. Kentucky stresses flexibility and innova
tiveness in its rural program approach with special emphasis on staff
training and continuing program assessment.

Neil Coop r

In 1970, Michigan conducted a series of studies to determine the
most feasible approach in the implementation of an effective Rural
Manpower Service delivery system. As a result, it was proposed that
a Rural Manpower Service be established at the county seat in the 29
counties not currently receiving manpower services. It was further
concluded that:

1. The types of service to rural areas would for the most part consist
of registration, referral and placement including referral to
training and special programs.

2. The Rural Manpower Service.because of previous experience gained
while working in rural areas and because of its knowledge of the
rural political and social fabric was best qualified to operate a
rural manpower program.

3. That technical services such as testing, counseling, and special
prcvml develop.:73nt could be made available to people in rural
areas by using personnel from the nearest local office having the
services available on an itinerant or appointment basis.
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4. That Job lank viewers and microfiche would be :rade available to
all Rural 4anpower Service points.

5. Rural Area gempower Service points would not bo located in those
counties in which a local. office or C.1:7 proven was operating.

E7Thanis has been placed on the deveIoraent of generalists with a
wide mnle of cc ;:;ability re:;arding the la:culed.A of prmrams and
cervices ros9,naive to a vtiriety of rural neeua. illehigun has recog-

nise:: the .1-1,,,rtwace of cc:-..aunity import for its rurt.1 prom= and
has cw:aeavore. to encourage lccal partici!iation wherever possible. In
add:Ition, it Aresues the involvement of Rural Mama:ter Service field
staff in comaanity activitice in order to create acceptance and provide
a feasible basis for cooperation.

Michi3ants Manpower Service program is characterized by
innovativenea3, careful plannitg, and respopmive feasibility. Uhile it

is to early *:.o determine the relative success of this program, it
appears that the 0:-.5ressive and imactinative reasurea beinz taken by the
shave has resulted in a measurable 14provenent in the quantity and
quality of service:: being provided rural. workers.

Theodore R. Yaucthan

As a result of a shift frcm farm to nonfard employment in rural
Utah, the State decided to reorganize its local office administrative

areas to agree with the planaitz districts established under CAM.

In order to nationalize service under the Rural Manpower program

concept, Utah hub initiated the following procedures:

It is planned that Utah be divided into 8 districts. Bleb district

would be served by a District Office and a number of satellite offices

or stations L;ervirg the rural areas surrounding the Lostrict Offices.
Each district would have direct access to the computer with each
satellite office cr local station having indirect access to it through

the Mstrict Office.

A team consicting of two Vanagement Antaysts, the Rural. Manpower Con-
sultant, the aupronriate Field Supervisors, and Local Office Managers
has been appointed to study =eh local office and district area to
recommend location of the District Offices and the satellite offices.
They are to reco=rend the organizational structures and the services
that each will perform.
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As each district study is completed, it will tae incorporated in the State
Plan of Serw!ce and placed into effect. It LI not nece4sary under this
planned pre7,m4n to redc;s17n the whole State betore parts can be made
operational. The first district chouento be revised vas the Somthweatern
District whica covers five counties. It is presently served by two small
funetionir.3 offices. The propoJed district orGsnization rem :wade a
District two s4tellite offices, and t:io "pizav stations for
Rural 1:annv.rt r Staff. !his area rould be served by the computer through
the District Ctfice. The five proLosed office locatiims would be tied
tozether Wet =ants to a local telephone line. As the staff
travels throl.,::hout the area, they can have voice emmtanication with the

District Off:.ce (and thereby the computer) for the cost of a toll call
to the nearest of the four satellite offices or stations.

Each of the other districts will have organizational structures tailored
to its needs. After the dtztrict organizations have been cmapleted, the
function o2 field superviuion will be reviewed. It is probable that each
Field Superv::sor will have four District Offices under his supervision.

If such a program is to succeed, a considerable amount of staff develop-
ment must be done. Arvalzements are being ner:otiated with the University
of Utah to :tart trainiv tame or the key staff of the Pmployment Service
under this concept. The training will consist Olt 145 hours of classmatnt
instruction, discusninnt reeding, visual aids, and case study prOblv4s
for the star'.:' involved at the state and local level. Additional training
will be givca to each individual cs determined ter the Local Office 11anager
so that he can build an effective manpower team serving his District.

avvid E. Parker, Jr.

Dave Parker began by emphasizing the rurality of Kentucky, a state
prir.arily agricultural with 120 county units, second only to Georgia in
numb-:. Prior to the adoption of the Rural 1;anpower Service concept
rural areas were rainly nerved by 25 local oiTices. Very little service
WesS provided to either z.pplicants or employers outside the county in which
the local office W68 loested. At the present time 68 counties are being
served throu ;h the Rurta i:.anpower concept. Other counties continued to
be served directly by local offices because of short distances involved,
con telep'..sone networl:no etc. In addition, four counties are receiving
full-time service through OperationHitchhike.
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Prior to the carmencement of the Rural Manpower program all local office
plans of service were reviewed in a statewide managers meeting by both state
and regional officials. All material pertaining to the Rural Manpower
program was reviewed and discussed with each individual manager, including
suggestions as to the most likely staff Ember to be assigned to the program.
In subsequent areas a supervisors and managers meeting, the chief of Pam
Labor and Rural Manpower and the chief of staff services discussed at both
area and state levels the success and problea areas attendant with the new
proaram, In all cases, managers and Rural kampower representatives have
been given tte greatest t.exibiLity with continued emphasis on program
innovation.

The Kentucky Rural Manpower program places great stress on providing
training for rural representatives in the areas of employer relations,
job development, etc. In addition, significant developments are reported
regularly by newsletter and staff are commended for program activities
which reflect Imagination and contain aspects of replicability.

4
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Chairman :

Panelists:
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PIZZAIrl S:=10:1: CHAMING TUE MILS" OF WS GANZ
NATIONAL RURAL tiALTOKL:R CONMVICE -1972

Willis F. Sloan, Assistant Director, Rural 10.npower Service,
Office of Farm labor Service, Washington, D.C.

1obert C. Coodvin, Associate Manpower Administrator,
Unemployment Insurance Service, Washiaston, D.C.

Lt gene N. Eonficlio, Office of Farm labor Service,
Rural Manpower Service, Washington, D.C.

Laurie M. Streeter, Deputy Associate Solicitor,
thrtpower Administration, U.S. Department of labor,
Washington, D.C.

Francis 3. Walsh, Administrator, Wisconsin State
Itnployment.Serviee

Ronald W. Park, Office of Information, Manpower
Administration, Department of labor, Washington, D.C.

This final panel of the Conference emphasized the need for changes to
adapt the services of feted and the delivery systems utilized to Lit the
chunges in the total universe served. Adaptation of service offered as
well as the delivery system utilized so as to fill the needs of employers,
contranities tuilwbrkere served must be done constantly and concious3,y if
their demands are to be met.

Mr. Goodwin emphasized the changes in the makeup of rural and agricultural
workers. He also stated that inclusion of agricultural workers under the
Unemploymeat Insurance Program will probably occur in the near Enure..

Mr. Bonifiglio outlined the need for new Crew Leaders Registration Act
provisions and set forth some needed amendments.

Miss Streeter briefly outlined recent changes in federal laws and re-
gulations affecting the operations of the Rural Manpower Service.

Mr. Walsh described adaptations of existing systems and development of
new system in Wisconsin so as to more effectively serve the employers and
employees in rural areas of his Ctate. Hr. Park described ingredients and
techniques for utilisation of information medics as operational tools.

GOOZWLI: UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE IN AGRICULTURE

Although the number of people employed in agriculture continues to decline
goods they produce continues to increase. The employment decline is in the
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family or unpaid worker category and actually the number of hired workers

shows an increase. Likewise there continues to be an increase in the
pressure for coverage of farmworkers under the provisions of the Unemploy-

ment Insurance Program. Studies have now been made as to the effect that
inclusion of agricultural workers under UI would have on the rates paid
and it appears that nationally there would be little if any increase in

the cost to presently covered employers. It appears very likely that
further efforts will be made this year to include agricultural workers
under the UI program.

EUGENE BONFIGLIO: BEEFING 'OP TEE CREW LEADER PROGRAM

Some progress has been made in preventing unscrupulous exploitation of
migrant workers by crew leaders since passage of the Act in 1963; however,
we have not been as successful in enforcing the provisions of the Act as we

had hoped. There are a substantial number of labor contractors who operate
in violation of the Act. Limited field staff and inadequate penalty pro-
visions in the Act have hampered efforts to effectively arrive at the
desired goals.

Amendments to the Act, broadening its coverage to include crew leaders
operating Jars- as well as interstate, and requiring contractors employing

4 or more workers to register, have been prepared for submission by the
Secretary to Congress. We are also proposing that the Act be broadened to
inoludp a requirement that crew leaders provide for their employees adequate
insurance so they will be cowered from the time they leave home until they

return.

MISS LAURIE M. STREETER: "OUR RESPONSIBILITY UNDUR NEW LEGISLATION AND
REGULATIONS"

Although the MMTA expires in June 1972, there is a bill before Congress to

extend it for another two years. Emphasis is still being given to passage
of legislation dealing with Welfare Reform and revenue sharing.

It appears that emphasis will again be given the traditional role of the

Etployment Service under the Wegner-Ptyser Act. This Act has proven so

flexible that it has covered many situations brought about by changing times.

Under it we continue to have a statutory mandate to operate a Farm Labor
Service to provide employment assistance to farm operators and farmworkers.

Although the Occupational Safety and Health Act applies to agricultural
employers and employees, the regulations applicable to housing standards for

interstate workers are still in effect until a determinatio4 is made by the

Secretary as to which set of standardd provides the greatest protection for

workers.

FRANCIS WALSH: "HOW ONE STATE HAS MET RURAL MANPOWER RESPONSIBILITIES"

Wisconsin has tried all the approaches we could think of so as to effectively

meet the needs of our rural residents, workers and employers. We have
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tried itinrant service, :nbile units, err Comuunities ProTrams. etc.
We have tried adjusting staff to fit case load., of e-mn offices, the
ACI: concept, utilization of volunteers, and are now planning a stitch/ Ake"
proposal.

Successful service to rural people cane for agency ability to adapt to
changing needs and varying situations.

Cooperution with other agencies has helped in providing service to migrants
as hap employment of migrant apecalints.

We fool reaponsible for migranis coming to Wisconsin to work and must
be resperaive to their needs. I do not.agree -that we should or can get
out of the enforce:: field altogether. It appears that some such
function i3 necessary in a tow instances. We are seeking legislation
setting miainara wax:, for man in agriculture.

We must find a way for more equitable distribution of resources among all
our people.

RONALD PARK: "PACKAGING ME RUIES OP TIM GAVE"

The lanpover Administration has an obligation to inform the public as to
what am are doing in rural eaves. This is especially important in view
of the necessity for COZ1320D3T012 and Adminietration people being made a-
ware of the actions being taken to improve the statue tot rural residents.
Too ofteu uhe public only knows what they see or hear in newscasts relative
to the plight of rural poor.

We must sell what is needed by rural America in terms of what is good for
urban people. We must use every communication media available to us.
However, do not attempt to sell on a false basis.

Encourage develop.ent and utilization of articulate spokesmen, and use them.
Use every Danz conciovable to you in getting your message scrota, news-
papers, radio, telcvision, filets, nawssheets, exhibits. These must
be aimed at the public and not be designed for internal consumption.
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PANELS: WHAT'S HAPPENING IN RURAL MANPOWER DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Panel A: Avenues of Action

National Rural Manpower Conference--1972

Chairman:
Maurice L. Hill, Chief, Division of Rural Program Development,

Rural Manpower Service, National Office

Discussants:
Hayward G. Groves, Area Manpower Coordinator, Department of Employ-
ment Security, West Virginia

Stephen J. Cesare, Project Director, ACE, Department of Labor and
Industry, New Jersey

Arnold O. Westgaard, Project Coordinator, Employment Security

Division, Alaska
Herbert Langenhorst, COMO Area Supervisor, Employment Security

Department, Washington
Stanley D. Miles, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Extension Service,

Oregon
Nelson Miller, Rural Manpower Service Supervisor, Employment Division,

Oregon

Resource Persons:
Harold Lallans Names City Regional Office
Phillip Tarlton, Seattle Regional Office
Oscar Gjernes, USES, National Office
Uvaldo Garcia, Seattle Regional Office

The following programs were discussed by Panel A participants: Area Concept &pen-

sion Program (ACE), the Smaller Cc. unities Program, Rural POMO, and Opera-

tion Hitchhike. The Rural Manpower Service's role is to promote programs
to achieve, on behalf of rural residents, an "equity of access" to manpower
services comparable to that available to residents of urban areas. Problems

of service delivery are due primarily to the remoteness of many residents from
offices providing complete services, aid to the changing fact of the rural employ-

ment situation. These programs are designed primarily to restructure employ-
ment service operations in such a way as to provide manpower services more

effectively to a dispersed population. The speakers explained haw the programs

were operated in their States.
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Hayward G. Groves--Traditional ACE the Ottumwa...Wee kooroach

During calendar year 1971, using the AC'S project operations, the Clarksburg
Area Office was able to increase placements by 2200 employer visits by 51%,

new applications by 3.5%, and enrolls,entsinto trainine by 225.A.

S7-..m11 offices with three to five people have been unable to keep pace with

the deluge of programs that Neve fa.V.en to their lot in recent years.
Strough ACZve have grouped supervisory personnel frcm small oftipea at an

arc. office. Their recponsibilities have been specialized. there they

formerly vorkza with 40 or 50 programs, each is now limited to 10 or 12.

There is better control of inventories, more flexibility of people movement

to meet emerguncy situations. (One unit will lend staff to another when the

need arises). After 12 short months, industry has shown a change of atti-
tude with rez.Ird to our service. New accounts are easier to obtain, and the
Continental CA Corporation hczored the Clarksburg ACE areaoffice with their

atonal Co=enity Services Award. Mayors, city managers, county courts, and
other agencies are calling upon our people for their expertise and help.

Stephen aT. The Cowtown Eac rienee. A *dined A

The Cowtown Area Concept Expansion Project operates in 26 communities and
17 target areas lath an area coverage of approximately 539 square miles.

Co:..1...unity profiles of the target areas revealed 24,747 dwellings and a popu-

lation of 60,787 people. Vhile there is no place in New Jersey more than
25 miles from a full-functioning local efice, many rural people do not know

of the existence of local offices. The Covtown experience has revealed the
necessity for publicizing manpower services available to rural residents. A
curriculum in the Social Studies Department at the Southern Gloucester County

Regional School District as prepared and geared to 10th, 11th, and 12th

gradera. This subject developed an awareness of the economic position of

the cmsunity in which the student resides. It also roused a great degree

of Interest for discussions on the Lany opportunities offered by the Labor

Department, the economic values of the community, and the necessity for con-

tinued education of the students. Personal contact by outreach personnel

was a great factor in yielding many areas that had little or no contact With

the estublithed ES local office. Posters in English and Spanish have also
helped to publicize the availability of manpower services.

An evaluation to date, based on available statistics, reveals the following:

There have been close to 900 visitors inquiring about the program with

approximately 750 applicants. Of these, nearly 500 have been referred for

placement on jobs, training, counseling, testing, rehabilitation, etc. Of
the total applications taken, 52% were new entries.
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In searchinA for a "method of developing the service of the New Jersey
State TreiAlLe and r.:ployment Service to the rural people," the Covtovn
Rural E.Anecievr Service reels confident that a workable modus operandi
has been established.

2. Nev Directions for the Sr.aller Cemmunitien ProTram

Arnold 0. Wetteaard

The Smaller Cce:munities Program (SCP) commenced operations in Alaska in
the latter part of fiscal year 1970. Jobs are almost non-existent in
this huge, mostly undeveloped State. Its people are scattered in very
small isolated communities along the coast and near the principal rivers
which are the only highways in the rural areas. The average Alaska
native has never held a perranent job. Prospective employers knew that
there were people in these rural areas, but before the SCP was initiated
in Alaska, employers had no manpower resource information on Alaska's
native popuUttion. SC? mobile teams are providing residents with
assistance in outreach, interviewing, counseling, job development, place-
ment, and referral of applicants to other agencies for supportive cervices.
The job akill information developed by the SCP mobile team has identified
job -ready andoldvais for prospective employers.

The Smaller Communities Program has been well accepted in Alaska, and
through the =bile team's efforts the manpower problems that now exist, may
soon be resolved.

. Rural CCMO

Herbert Lansenhorst

A study by Greenleigh and Associates was made and following their report,
the North Central Area of Wanhington State vas selected for the Conceptual
Modeldelivery station; and an implementation team was formed in 1970.
This team re3resented the Department of Labor, on both the national and
regional level, and the Creenleigh Company.

The overall objective of the model is to provide better services to rural
areas by eepanding the capability of field staff; and Job Bank information
is provided for the COW area.

The North Central Washington labor market area consists of e. rural area
of 13,000 square miles with a population of approximately 140,000. Wenatchee
is centrally located and the largest of the three towns in the 10to-20-thousand
category. The North Central Washington area has four local offices serving
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six enormously large rural counties. Implementation of the concept calls
for a lucid office functionel capability in deliverine services through-
out the (1.:40 area; 10 small satellite office° that serve on an itinerant
beets in remote rural areas.

The labor market area includes the 1.3 millianescre Colville Indian Reser-
vation end a large concentration of Spenish eptaking people. An Indian
an (Snanieh) outreach 'staff schedules training and gives
counseling to residents in the area. Service execution is done along the
Co; prehensive Manpower Agency idea.

In order to achieve equity in rani America, is COC program is essential.

)24...Operation Hitchhike

Stanlexiles--Vieus from the Cooverative Extension Service

Oregon's Operation Hitchhike is a method or delivering services (reaching
people) in rural areas. The Hitchhike protioet to a cooperative working
relationship between the Etployment Service and the Extension Service.
lint public mmetfngs are frequently held with the Extension Service and
the Emplasulsat Service to discuss the manpower Veclu manpower programs,
and extension cervices available in the ftre.eoeney area. Rural Manpower
Service centers are established within exiating gatension Service offices
in specific areas. Job training courses are (ieve1oped, and referrals are
made to existing training centers.. Economic and job development activities
are conducted to help atimulate the local area's economy.

rels°n

The Cooperative Rural Manpower Project (CRMP), Oregon's version of Opera-
tion Hitchhike, is a joint operation bared on a contract with the Regional
Office of the Department of Labor end the State $mployment Service, and a
subcontract with the Vederal Cooperative &tension Service. The Hitchhike
project uses Extension Service facilities to dispense manpower programs
in areas where there are no Employment Service local offices. New methods
are tested for the alleviation of manpower 7eoblems to rural areas. Oregon's
Hitchhike project consists of five counties oe the north central and north
eastern part of Oregon. Operation Hitchhike provides rural residents With
manpower service equivalent in quantity and quality to those of their urban
counterparts.
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PANELS: WHAT'S, HAM= IN RURAL MAZIPOIM DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Panel B: Finding Jobs for Rural Residents

Mationa Rural Manpower Conference1972

Chairman:
John Veauley, Special Assistant to the Director, Rural Manpower

Service, rational Office

Discussants:
Jack Law.:toson, Supervisor, Farm and Rural Manpower Service,
Nissouri

Don Chrf_stenson, Supervisor, Rural Manpower Service, Nebraska
Dwayne Couchuan, Concerted Services in Training and Education

(CSZ2) Coordinators Arkansas
Stanley }rebel, Emergency Lxployment /Tograml National Office
Ralph =dray, CST2 Coorditatcw, Montana
Huey Gnninzs Assistant Chief of Local Office Operations, Employment

Security Colnission, Czlahcas

Resource Persons:
Robert Hunter, University of Colorado, Dower
Jared Smalley, MTH Coordinator, Minnesota
NormamMeePetn) chief, .Di.visterr of Manpower KatchIng Systems,

National Office .

.Collette Moser) Nichigan State University, Lansing, Michigan
Mallard Blakey, Rural Development Center, Georgia

.

Equity of access for rural residents is the objective of all rural manpower
service efforts. This panel was devoted to discussing currently operating
programs designed to increase the opportunities for rural residents to
secure jobs. The first section of the panel, "Finding Jobs That Presently
Exist," was a discussion of the importance'of an effective relationship
with employers and employer groups in order to secure extant job orders.
The second panel section, "Helping to Generate New Jobs," focused on the
Concerted Services in Training and Education approach to economic development.
The speakers, coordinators Of CSTE local projects; explained how manpower
development projects, in conjunction with other community development
activities, were used to generate new jobs. The third section, "Public
Employment in Rural Areas," was a progress report ''n the recently enacted
Emergency Employment Act, and a discussion of the Act's implications for
rural areas. The final section of the program dealt with "Statewide Job
Bank Operations--Extending to Rural Areas." The discussion centered
around one State'e utilization of the nev system and projections for nation.
wide implementation.
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1. Pi ncMI:olPresently Exist
Jack Matteson

sal 011,1 AVRIUSII

In Missouri we begin our employer development operations by placing announce-
ments in the local papers of the areas wa will be visiting to alert both
employers and applicants that we will be extending services into their areas.

When we come to the local area, we visit with the local staff, applicants,
and employem. We begin with employers, many of whom may never have been
visited by the local office staff. This is because there is sometimes a
feeling of diffidence on the part of staff members about contacting employers,
and a belief that orders cannot be obtained simply by employer visits.

During our stay in the local area, we try to visit all sources of job open-
ings and encourage the local staff to continue this effort. Under the new
procedure, rural job orders have almost doubled during the last few years.

Don E. Christenson

What I propose, to talk about is the process by which already existing jam
can oe located ana filled by persons living in the immediate area 1.0f employ-
ment or within commuting distance.

Last July, the Nebraska Rural Manpower Service and the Farmers' Union
organized a Rural Employability Service in 12 rural communities. This service
was designed initially to offer an incentive payment to 12 of the more pro-
ductive Volunteer Farm Placement Representatives in towns where there is no
local office. It was designed to give them training to acquaint them with
the various manpower programs being offered.

The first town where we 'started the program has a population of approxi-
mately 3,000. The volunteer in the town was the secretary for the Chamber
of Commerce. The program was begun with a public information campaign to
promote interest in the local area. Our first pilot location, thought to be
an area where the main problem was the unemployedworker, actually turned
out to be one where the number of applicants lagged far behind the number of
job openings.

This experience was common until the winter actually started. Since the
start of the program, we have encountered reluctance on the part of some
employers to use the new service.

At present, we are using a very simple application and job order form. If,
necessary, however, our representative will follow up applications left
unfillt.d. More than half of our rdpresentatives are Chamber of Commerce
employees. The duality in function here has proved useful to our purposes.
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We started a program unique to Nebraska to assist rural workers to stay in
their home areas and found that our largest problem was to find the workers
to fill existing jobs. It is an interesting program, greatly appreciated by
employers and employees. Costs are minimal, for this fiscal year ebout
$26,000. The program is funded for one year only.

2. Rel in to Generate New Jobs.

Wayne Couchtln,

Concerted Services in Training and Education (CSTE) is an interdepartmental
project vhereby various Federal and State agencies work toward totr community
development with jobs as an end product. I represent the Eastern Arkansas
Project headquartered in Forrest City covering four counties.

To illustrate how te have helped to generate new Jobs, I would like to describe
in some detail what was accomplished in Hughes, Arkansas, a town of approxi-
mately 2,100 people in the eastern part of the CSTE area.

CSTE organized efforts to make the community more attractive to industry.
Adult education classes were held, occupational. training was provided, and
30 low-rent housing units were provided. Some companies became interested.
but did nut decide to locate in the community. By IVA, the town had raised
enough money to purchase a seven-acre industrial site and had an option on an
additional 75-sere plot.

In January 1970, the possibility of a plant locating in Hughes again came
into view. Whether or not this would happen was dependent on the available
labor supply. Arrangements for a mass registration labor survey were worked
out by CSTE, the Chamber of Commerce, and.a representative of the Smaller
Communities Program. Plant officials had asked that 500 potential employees
be screened, but we were able to screen approximately 1,100 in two days.
Representatives of the firm were on hand and interviewed some of the applicants.
They Were very pleased. Concerted Services had discussed some of the training
program possibilities with them, and in collaboration with city officials, had
discussed future plans of the city. The representatives then indicated that
since various training and educational programs were available to them, and
steps were already being taken to raise the educational level of the labor
force, and the people were working to better their town, they would consider
employing 50 the first year, instead of twenty-five.

A dream has come true for this small teen of 2,100 people; but it had come
true through the hard work and liaison provided by CSIZE and persistence by
local people.
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The proble:13 of rural. communities are especially vexing to the State of
Montane becatse the entire State is a rural cormunity. Vhe four main
industries en which we depend -- sericulture, mining, luMber and railroads--
are all on tLe decline. that hope then is there for a c4.all rural town
like Roundup..population, 2,1167 Roundup has one very strong force working
for it and t1.t Is Concerted Services in Training and Education (min). We
are very h:Jp:,:y that the Interde,partnental Tack Force or Concerted Services
endorsed our proposal in September 1970, and we are doing all that we can
to justify that endorsement.

During the p...st 16 months that I have served as Coordinstrw. the major
aceomplishme:1 or Concerted Services has been the removal c, the introver-
nlon that vae so prevalent in the decade of 1960-1970. 1.ajor accomplish
ments in whieh Concerted Services has played an important role include:
(1) The procurement of a second doctor for the area, which prevented the .

loss of the areale only doctor and the closing of the local hospital, and
(2) the expmding of educational opportunities and on- the -gob training for
local reeideuts.

the Concerted Services office In Roundup is currently cooperating in the
following endeavors to Improve the %malty of life for rural residents:

Securing a proposed mushroom-groving operation and canning factory;
(2) increase the volune of coal contracts for each year, with a resulting
increase in cuployment from 30 to 100 men; (3) securing improved sewer and
water facilities for a planned housing development; (1) securing a city-
country school library; and (5) establishment of the first multicounty
development roux in our State. (I am president of this group called the
South Center Montana Development Federation.)

If I were to be granted one wish for the new year that wish would be for an
expansion of the Concerted Services program so that small communities
would have az opportunity to have some weapon in their arsenal for survival.

3. Public 2.2aloyment in Rural Areas

Stanley Knebel

In 1970, Consrees passed the EMergency Employment Act, allocating some
$1 billion dollars to provide jobs in the public sector and alleviate the
problems caused by a nationwide rise in the unemployment rate. Under the
Act, the Deplrtment of Labor was instructed to administer allocation of the
funds to State and local governments according to severity of need. The
basis for eligibility for fiords was established under the Act. Units
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eligible are cities with a population exceeding 75,000 and counties with a

population cxeedirg 75,000 (excluding large cities). The balance of the
funds allocated to a State is to be administered by the Governor of the

State, according to need. The Act also directs that the Secretary of Labor
maintain a $150,000,000 amount for his use in administering the Act.

The funds available under the Act have been allocated with great speed.
At this time 4939 million has been allocated, providing for 130,000 tran-
sitional jobs. Jobs have becn provided in virtually every aspect of
government, with special jobs made available for welfare recipients.

The Emergency Eaployment Act can provide jobs and improve government ser-

vices to rural areas. I will concede that the present prasrma is too email
to make a major impact, yet it can be useful in the continuing effort to

stabilize the employment situation.

4. Statewide Job Bank °aerations

Huey Gennirrs

A statewide Job Bank presents us with our first real opportunity to take'
to tne rural areas a comniete employment r.:xvico. for tne rirst time. real
dents of rural areas will be able to register with our local offices, not
just for possible referral to local job openings, but to all openings that

are available throughout the State. For instance, an applicant registering
in our Hugo Local Office, which is in the southeastern part of Oklahoma about
200 miles from Oklahcma City, our largest city, and approximately 150 miles

from Tulsa, our second largest city, will have the same referral possibilities

as the applicant registering in those cities on the same day.

Employees are not alone in receiving benefits from the statewide Job Bank

system. We are also able to offer the employers placing orders with a local

office not only the applicant files of that office but the applicant file of

the entire State, thus opening up a new resource of qualified applicants to

them.

Thus far, I have been discussing, primarily, the extension of nonagricultural

openings to and from the rural areas. It seems to me that the statewide bank

will also assist greatly in the successful filling of agricultural openings.

We will be ale to extend Immediately those formerly-hardo-fill openings,

such as permanent farm hand, farm hand, farm couple, etc., to other rural

areas where there may be applicants available for these jobs.

A different use of the Job Bank system may be one not dealing strictly with

placement but rather with communication. One of our major problems, and
possibly yours, is in keeping all parts of the State advised as to crop and
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weather conditions in the harvest area as well as what areas of the
harvest may have the greatest need for labor. We plan, during our three
major harvests this year, to utilize the rapid communication network
established by the bank to alleviate this problem.

Another possible use of a statewide bank would be in the extension of avail-
able traininh opcninps to the offices in rural areas. Currently in Oklahoma,
we have two rural SX111 Centers.' By listing their °Timings on Job Bank,
we would be Lble to Lecp all referring offices right up-to-date on the
available training oponings.

I think this all brings me right back to my opening remark. For the first
time, we ure able to go to the rural areas with a complete employment
service.

Question and Answer Period

1. Is there a procedure for identifying jobs within commuting distance of
workers on the statewide Job Bank format? Zip code information is put
on job order forms for this purpose.

0 What are the five States Wth Sob sank tystsea? Oklahoma, Naas s

Rhode Island, Delaware, and Vermont.

3. How do you overcome the problem of getting Job Bank microfiche to local
areas? The problem is still under consideration.

4. Are there any categories of the Public Employment Program (EEA) involved
in ecology? Yes, under the category of environmental quality.

5. Is it compatible to have Operation Hitchhike and Concerted Services in
Training and Education within the sae area? No, for the programs have
inherent similarities and would result in a duplication of effort.

6. Are there plans to place seasonal farm workers on the Job Bank? This
is under consideration.

7. What kind of communication system and referral control is used in the
Oklahoma JobBank system? Inward Watts- -these vary from State to State.
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